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ABOUT
 DR KRUTI PAREKH

Dr. Kruti Parekh is a true trailblazer who has proven time and again to be a force to be
reckoned with. With a remarkable list of accomplishments under her belt, she has made a
name for herself as a world-renowned mentalist, artistic illusionist, social entrepreneur,
motivational speaker, and mind trainer. She has been featured on US TV's Biggest SHow
Penn and Teller Fool us in Las Vegas . Her expertise has taken her to over 35 countries,
performing for royalty and influential leaders, including Emperor and Empress of Japan,
Queen Silvia of Sweden, and Ex-Prime Minister of Australia John Howard & Wen Jiabao of
China. 
At a young age, Dr. Kruti was already being honored for her social work and environmental
awareness shows, receiving recognition from esteemed figures such as Ratan Tata and the
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) with the Global 500 Roll of Honour. Her
exceptional talent has also earned her several awards, including the "best speaker performer
in the world" at EventEx, Bulgaria, and the "Iconic Leader" at the World Forum, Hague. She is
also a Youngest Special Executive Officer for the Govt. of Maharashtra, selected as a jury
member for the Children's Nobel Prize by Queen Silvia of Sweden, and represented India at
the World Youth Summit at the United Nations in Bangkok.
Dr. Kruti's passion for making a difference in the world is evident in her tireless efforts to
contribute to humanitarian endeavors, charitable activities, environmental initiatives, and her
own remarkable project of adopting Sharda Mandir, a school for 1000 underprivileged
children in Mumbai, where she provides quality education and career opportunities. 

Her professional magic scene presence spans over several television appearances and
performing for top management C-Suite events at Fortune 500 companies and global
organizations, including the United Nations, Disney, Unilever, Reliance, Sony Entertainment,
NDTV, Times Group, etc.

Dr. Kruti's academic background is just as impressive, holding a degree in IT Engineering,
Sanskrit, and a PhD in magical entertainment and humanities from the US. Her knowledge of
ancient traditions and contemporary mindset allows her to train professionals from diverse
fields, including doctors, engineers, and managers, to improve their professional and
personal lives. Her book, "Beyond the Threshold of Mind," delves into the secrets of the mind,
showcasing her expertise in the psychology of magic.

Dr. Kruti Parekh's custom events, including mind-reading skills and captivating illusion
presentations, leave audiences enthralled at corporate events, marketing conferences, sales
events, weddings, and more. With her Kruti Parekh Magic Academy, she mentors and
cultivates the future of magic, offering unparalleled training and guidance to both aspiring
young magicians and seasoned professionals. As the sole magician with a dedicated
academy at Kidzania India, she affords children the rare opportunity to immerse themselves
in the world of magic and envision it as a viable career path. Dr. Kruti Parekh truly brings a
unique perspective and remarkable talent to any project she takes on.



The hallmark of our shows is the

unique blend of audience

engagement and wow factor,

which captivates and enthralls

attendees, leaving them with an

unforgettable experience.

OUR SERVICES 
CORPORATE SHOWS

Product Launches          Gala Dinners                                 Leadership Conclaves
 Sales Conferences        Trade Shows                                  Team Building Events
 Annual Meetings            Corporate Retreats                   Employee Appreciation Days
Award Ceremonies        Marketing Conferences        Customer Appreciation Days 

CUSTOMISED  SHOWS
Co-curated with Companies to

align the Messaging with Mentalist

Show: making them ideal for

Marketing Events , product

launches, brand activations, and

conferences

MOTIVATIONAL SESSION
Designed to inspire and empower

individuals and teams to achieve

their goals , with her unique blend

of magic and motivational

speaking, that motivates everyone

towards  action to achieve their

full potential.



www.krutiparekh.com

OUR EXCLUSIVE
MENTALIST SHOWS

DESTINY  ( Most Popular )

Dr. Kruti Parekh has Curated Her own Concept of Shows offering

unique premise and effects which offer a Mind Boggling  Experience

for the Audiences . And we can customize it for your requirement too.

Witness the power of the mind as the

mentalist unravels what is already

written in the stars, leaving audiences

in awe of their fate. Join us for an

unforgettable experience where the

known becomes extraordinary.

DURATION : 45 MINS - 60 MINS Fees :  ( Available on request)   
TBL Applicable incase Shows out of MUMBAI

ILLUSIONS OF MIND 
Mentalist Dr. Kruti Parekh will take the audience  
on a journey through time and the depths of the
human mind, as she uses her extraordinary
abilities to manipulate the time , read your mind ,
influence your decisions  and leave you
spellbound. Book this unforgettable show of
mind-bending illusions and captivating
entertainment for your next event .

DURATION : 45 MINS - 60 MINS Fees :( Available on request)    
TBL Applicable incase Shows out of MUMBAI

VIDEO LINK:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oiRaKpnEOt4

VIDEO LINK:  https://youtu.be/TLsbXNv_9tI

https://youtu.be/TLsbXNv_9tI


MAGICAL MOMENTS ( VIRTUAL SHOW)

www.krutiparekh.com

OUR EXCLUSIVE
MENTALIST SHOWS

MIND - VERSE -
 1ST EVER  FUTURISTIC MENTALIST SHOW

DURATION : 45 MINS - 60 MINS 
Fees :( Available on request) 

VIDEO LINK:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yYRh8Zf4I70

Dr. Parekh blends cutting-edge

technology with traditional mentalist

techniques to bring you mind-bending

illusions that will leave you stunned.

Watch in awe as Dr. Parekh uses

holographic mind reading to see into

your thoughts, demonstrates two-person

telepathic communication, and even

travels through time with her incredible

powers of the mind. This one-of-a-kind

show is not to be missed!

DURATION : 45 MINS - 60 MINS Fees : ( Available on request) 
TBL Applicable incase Shows out of MUMBAI

Magical Moments is an Mystical Magical Online Show
for corporate Audiences, social audiences ,
organizations , charitable institutes .groups . Kruti
Parekh, Asia's only professional female mentalist,
celebrity, Indian international  star . This Show is
Interactive drives Audience Engagement along with a
WOW factor . A must for Online Events

VIDEO LINK:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQGwApHlg2k



+91-9821790559

SUBHADRA MANSION , 

amazekraftindia@gmail.com 

amazekraft@rediffmail.com 

krutiparekh@rediffmail.com

www.krutiparekh.com

      74/76 , WALKESHWAR ROAD 

      MUMBAI -400006 . INDIA

GET IN TOUCH

MAKE YOUR EVENTS THE
TALK OF THE TOWN !

FEATURED  ON 
PENN AND TELLER FOOL US  

 US PRIME TIME  TV'S 
MOST PRESTIGIOUS SHOW  ,  LAS VEGAS  


